breeze

a simple, shallow triangle scarf, with
pretty tassels
Size:

Approx. 60” long x 10” wide after washing (without tassels)

Materials: 3 skeins of Koigu Painter’s Palette Premium Merino in 3
different, coordinating colors. Size 6 needle, straight or circular.
Colors in model are; 1. P135, 2. P414, 3: P856
Gauge: Approximately 6 stitches = 1” over garter stitch.
Directions:
With color 1, cast on 4 stitches.
Row 1: K to last 2 stitches, Kf&b, K1
Row 2: Y/O, K to last 2 stitches, K2tog.
Repeat these two rows until you think that you are about halfway
through color 1, ending having just knit row 2. In my case, this
was about 74 garter ridges. Don’t worry about it too much, just
make a good guess, or weigh your yarn ball!
Now, starting with color 2, alternate colors 1 & 2, working two rows
each and carrying both colors up the side. Always pick up new color
from “under” old color, so that your side edge looks neat.
When you have just a little bundle of color 1 left (to make a tassel), continue using color 2 until you have
just enough of that one to also make a tassel. Then begin knitting with color 3 (beginning on a row 1).
You can work as much of color 3 as you would like. I used about half the ball – 16 garter ridges.
Now make 3 simple tassels – one of each color, or mix all the colors together, or just use color 3! My
tassels are about 3” long. Wash scarf, and lay out to dry. Attach a tassel to each corner of the scarf once
it’s dry.
Here is a link to instructions for a simple tassel: http://www.marthastewart.com/908665/how-tie-tassel
ABBREVIATIONS:
K=Knit P=Purl K2tog= Knit 2 together PM= Place marker Kf&b= Increase by knitting into the front & back of stitch.
M1= Make 1 stitch by inserting left needle under the bar in between stitches from front to back and then knit the lifted strand
through the back to twist it as you make a stitch. (You can also insert needle from back to front and knit into the front)
SSK= Slip 2 sts, one at a time as if to knit. Insert left needle into fronts of these 2 sts from left to right and K2tog in this position.
Y/O= yarn over (bring yarn in between and then over right hand needle) WS= wrong side RS= right side
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